Stakeholder Advisory Group Members

- **Dirk Lakin**, Aerojet
- **Linda Murphy**, City of Kirkland – Parks and Community Services
- **Rob Jammerman**, City of Kirkland – Public Works
- **Eric McConaghy**, City of Redmond – Planning & Community Development
- **Jean Rice**, City of Redmond – Parks and Recreation
- **Lynda Haneman**, Evergreen Hill Neighborhood
- **Lavon Weighall**, Evergreen Hospital
- **Danielle Lynch**, Greater Redmond Chamber of Commerce
- **Ken Albinger**, Juanita Neighborhoods
  - **Mary Pong Dunphy**, Alternate
  - **Richard Aijala**, Alternate
- **Forrest Miller**, Lake Washington School District
- **Don Schmitz**, North Rose Hill Neighborhood
- **Fred Proctor**, Proctor International, Inc.
- **Andy Swayne**, Puget Sound Energy
- **Cindy Jayne**, Sustainable Redmond
  - **Kathe Low**, Alternate
- **Tom Matthews**, Willows Rose Hill Neighborhood
  - **Tim McGruder**, Alternate
  - **Gary Wightman**, Alternate
- **Jill Krusinski**, Willows Rose Hill/Grass Lawn Neighborhood

Past members
- **Wilson Anhar**, Aegis Living (Kirkland)
- **Ron Parker**, Greater Kirkland Chamber of Commerce
Advisory Group Process

Advisory Group

Puget Sound Energy

Public

Provide feedback and help weight avoidance areas and opportunities criteria

Use GeoRoute model to develop outputs for discussion

Adapt alternatives

Provide comments on alternatives

Recommend three alternatives for consideration

Review public comments and apply to alternatives

Adapt initial preferred route

Recommend initial preferred route

Validate initial preferred route and provide feedback

Adapt initial preferred route

Adapt preferred route

Inform Advisory Group and public of final route and next steps

Provide comments on preferred route

Adapt preferred route with public feedback

Adapt preferred route

Provide comments on progress to date and community values

Adapt preferred route with public feedback

Adapt preferred route
What have PSE and the Advisory Group accomplished since the last community meeting?

December 2011 Community Meeting

Stakeholder Advisory Group
- Used GeoRoute model to develop multiple route outputs

Stakeholder Advisory Group
- Discussed model route outputs
- Recommended three route alternatives
- Requested PSE study feasibility and constructability of alternatives

PSE
- Studied alternatives and made minor modifications

Note: These route alternatives have been developed by PSE and the Stakeholder Advisory Group. A final alignment will be selected after public review and further studies are completed.